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A Dialogue on Case Analysis in

Organizational Communication Instruction

When considering the use of case analysis even instructional tool for
j.

. .

organizatiOnal communication students, issues may be raised from both .

., ' teaching and learning perspectives. - _
.

.
. \ ,

14 The graduate student's perSpective includes potential employment in

organizational settings. ,
4

*
IPo

A. What is the relationship between_.7conventional" curricula and
vaz%

,

career applications fbithe org nItetional _communication

.graduitle? .
-

. .
,

1. ; Organisational, research primarily. includes
->; 'i ... ,.,,

,, lab studies, survey; 4ddescriptive field studieg
( _

.. .

.

i Questions-exist a boutkhedegree of\ appliction of such
. ._

-studies Ao "real. life" orgAizatiOns. -, :

,tb o.
I. . B. ,Courses surveying research place the orgnizational communi-

. , .
t I ..

cation'specialist,in they role of observeri>documentor,,who
.

,,,

wishes not to intervene for change.
.,'

.

.

'Training in audit-administrativn provides a useful tpol but°

offers practice in only one aspect of potential organizational -

.

.4 # . -- -.
communication aptlication.

1. Comiunioation auditing is a necessary skill.

0.

.-
2. Communicationeauditing may become the individual's only

`'.recourse because of limited experience with other *possible

organizationaLcommunication strategies.

II.' Experieetial learning could expand the potential repetoire'of the

organizational 'communication'specialist.

A. .Learning thrdugh experience can expand the abilitiesof.

individuals to deal with the ambiguous, the unexpected, the

unpredictab,16:

B. Actually iiaCink individuals in operating Organizations is
. ,

,

impractical in many cases.

1; It would be costly, for the organization.

2. Student intervention would, of necessity, be on a school

-calendar cyclelsouldprobIems in the organization do not

conveniently fit twat cycle. -
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C. Quasi-experiential lear4ing can be offeted to students through
0

Case Analysis as practiced in business education by some

schools.
,

1. Case Analysis offers a form of experiential learning since

students work on unique problems grounded in real

organfkational situations.

2. Case Analysis has been used dn human relatiens training
. , .

"3. Cade Analysis offers the opportunity to integrate al prior
-.

. related learning and to seek infOruition_s well %,- ...- ..' °
. . . .. _

D..9. Placed after aurlieyand,ae.t,courses bilt_befoieladtualsintere
,

vention as in consulting courses er:,,on-the-job internships,
. ,';

-.
Caste Analysis could'be a usefla) prepardign for careers in

organizatiOnal'communicdtio;1 practide% , .-
..-, . ,

.

III. There aresemberconcernsfrom an instructional design perspective,
. .

about ahe integration" of such 'a course%

A. , Some 'research suggests that students not guided well leave such

a course poorly prepared.
.

,

Be
it

The business discipline has a 'librar;ru'of Vases which have

been prepared over time. Orgaprza,tionar communication needs to
t.

. devise its own collection with special emphasis on communica-
-

.

',tion concerns. , s°.

e'
C. Would such a course really make a difference in employability

for organizational communication graduates?

D. How much more realietic is a "case", than an. extended example

used to illustrate some pOint?' °What principles do students
J

take away With them?

E. The'final analysisr-is it worth it?

1 .

Cf.
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CASE ANALYSIS IN-ORGANIZATIONAL-COMMICATION

The authors haveyngaged in a dialogue on the subject of case

analysis as an instructional tool,,in organizational communication for

almost a year now. We thought the dialogaaa useful medium for.,

illustrating some of the many teaching and learning concerns from the

perspectives of both the professor and the student.= The dialogue

parallels a wider professio,naL dialogue taking place regarding

instructionin organizational communication.

BecaUse increasing numbers of undergraduate and graduate students
5

are concentratingltheir studies in organizational communication, it

seems likely that a signifieent percentage.do so iepreparation for a
. .

career of organizati nal practice. It is important to examine whether,
conventional curricula iq organizational communication actually provide

. learning activities which lead to skilled professional practice. Those

of us in iraduate study with academic career's in mind Usetheory and

laboratory or field research as a ground-work for builAing an individual

life plan of further theory or.research-buildingq- Individuals who

a

expect to become organizational coffitunicationspScialista or'practi--.'

tioners in non-academic organizations require learning experiences which ,

build the kinds of problem-IOlving skills,necesbary to function in

actual situations.' Siith, Richetto and Zima (1972) point out4 thatwhile

organizational communication research has included laboraforY and field

experiments, surveys and-descriptive field studies, :there has always

been msome-question about the degree of application di' the results of

laboratory stu dies,to .1-eel-life organizations, ear they aretypical4'

size,conducted without organizational constraints such as large s

hierarchy, technAogy, geographical dispersion and so forth/

;

copmUnication is a:survey of current theory and'research,.studedts have .
,, ...

,

little opportunity to see the applied role of the specialist practicing .

within-the organization itself, A course which Orveyareseltr.ch places
..

..,''

. .

_the organizational communication spediali t in the-role of otserVer nd

documenter or describer iif phenomena in A ch s/he: wish
,

es, in,

to intervene so as not to 'compromise the situation being studied; .

It tIles,basio or introductory foundation course in organizatiOnalP



?
For these two reasons, the introductory survey of research course

is useful as d beginning but is not nearly a complete preparation, for a

career in organizationa34.communication practice. Sometimes, a course in

administering communication audits follows the introductory course. .

Such training is more "applied" in the sense that the student may

actually be involved in the-administration of an audit'in a functioning

organization:' Certainly such a course seems appropriately'foundA upbn

the survey course prdceding it. -Further, it offers the student the

opportunity to actually learn to investigate communication in a real

organization. Much.can be learned from administering an audit to-a real I.

. client organization underthe close supervision of an experienced

'profe'ssor.

Using the audit course as the primary training fdr organizational

-practiqe has its drawbacks, however. Armed with experience.inadminis-

tering the audit, students have a sophisticated instrument at their

disposal, but a limited repetoire of other tools or skills which may

not--given specific problems or situations in a ':real life" organization,

--be appropriate-to the needs of the organization. "Give a small child

a hammer and he will soon find that everything needs pounding." Yet

audit administration is the technique which the student has most

t

0

I
experience, and familiarity with and feels comfortable carrying out. -

. -h 1

,

There is danger that his.own.nncertainty about "what to do" will .

lead:to'audit administration simply because that is what,s/he 'feels , ..
4

0
' /6 :

comfortable with. It seems logical to infer that some form of
v.

experiential learning exposing the atudtnt to the
.
ambiguities of

,,

. , , , .

organizational life 'and colmunichtionAile being guided in problem

L. solving by the experienced professor.as an 'advisor would be-puseful
,,

course wheh placed sequentially after the survey and audit courses.

Thub the studdnt would learn that "real 'life" organizations exhibit

. situations which do not fall into convenient categories nor are they

' 'riecessarily'quickly resolvable through the'audit 'procedure.
. . 0: ,

, 4

But what organization
1'7
will invite these'students to enter'in their--

.
, .

.

,ndyice state? Few,organizationsjat least.profit..:making ones) ,are i o '
/go .

, .0 6

willing to support.such on-site trainingsbecailse it costs'mOney'and, '--- ,

.
. 14,

dncasionally, student's make mistakes which require fixing up. Ffirther,...

'businesses cannot be expected to follow the tiniversitpltype timeline
. . i -. :--

i .
_

-

'a

. 166,
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,,,,, i-hiCh implies thg A learning cycle be 10-or 12 or 15.4eeks_long and

. that which can be learned must be learned in that time period, P

(

'ThapHarliard Business School has applied the Case Method in_an ' ,

`attempt to,redch out,to such a need.in its
0

busineas students. As ferter',.

Dean Towl explains, "The written_case is the first step in recreating

for large numbers of students the exPerienceof the case researcher in

the field." (1969) Pigors and Pigors have-integrated the case analysis,

method ,into human relations training and argue persuasivelyon its

behalf: "Studying cases gears in with the process of achieving
. . .

experience\dien case mpthod,begins to be built into our minds as a way

of lefloking at .people and happenings .in order to learn." (1.961)

As Murdoch et -al point out, the case method can provide a means for

'studeni,integration of "all the rules, principles and theory he has

learned in all previous courees....Itcalls upon him to improvise,
r t'S

comprothise and optimize'in realistic situations,wher e neatly deve/oped

principlge only provide gdidelines." (1976)

tiF
_

The'Case method is already-being applied in some Organizational

eomtunicatiOn.timining etoday.0

' As a doctoral student in Organizatignal Communication,. I believe -

that case analysis can, contribute to the le'erning of a repetoire of .

-skills useful to the student who will' eventually: become the organize-
.

.......-. 4*.

vt,

.
4

tional communication practitioner. 'I believe it is particularly

importanlopthat some form of pxperiential,or quasi-experiential 'contact.

with attuil orgaazational problems take place along with training in

auditing techniques so that students'learn that the audit is but one of

an unlimitgd array of potential,activities which the organilational

communication practitioner might engage in'to-do his or herjob.

At the same time there are some instructional design concerns from
,

- the instructor's pti-spective. First, is the lack of'well developed,

cases that, focus on organizational communication. The business ,

discipline has a "library" Of cedes which have been prepared over time.

Organizational Communication needs to devise-its own collection of case

studies which have special emphasis on communication oriented issues.

Well develoPed, well thought out CEftes takes 'a great deal of time to

Ap

a..
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°
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prepare.; As a consequence', it would seem that if organizational

communication to follow the business model, it may be sate time
t-

before the appropriate resources.aretailable for such a course. '
,11

2ven when fully developed Cases are deireloped there is some concern

about the practical nature of discussiSg in class what may appear to

students as n thing more thin an extended illustration. What principles

do studentl t ke with them? How similar is any situation a student

might face in their work world to the hypothetical world described in

the case? Is the organizational specialist really any better prepared?

Actual practice with a cite:it as a "professional in training" near the

end of a graduate program alolows the student to test his/her own
1

capabilities rather thin examining the approaches of hypothetical

others. After extensive study on theoretical approaches and practic4,.

Intervention tools, the student should be ready to make entry with an

otganization whose organizational complexity matches 'the students' level

of skill.. If a graduate student isn't ready to call hiM/her;elf a

",professional" at this point, when will they be able to?

Certainly, there wilralways be different levels of skill and

professionalism, however, to the extent possible the student needs to

test his/her professionalism. As with internship'programs, organize-

ti.onp have been very receptive to the idea of receiving the benefits of

a communication consultant,inotraining without charge, in exchangecfor

providing the site for that training. . ,

1 .
The final analysis must answer this question: What are the

Potential benefits of case study analysis in organizational

communica ion, and is it worth the effort? '

t\s_
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